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Chapter 19

The Beautiful Exotic: Paul
Gauguin, Merahi metua
no Teha’amana (The
Ancestors of Tehamana),
1893

Views of Gaugin’s Ancestors of Tehamana

‘‘The woman depicted here looks much like the princess from a far-off king-

dom—majestic, mysterious and attractive . . . It must be remembered that,

although Gauguin painted the picture in Tahiti it was not intended for

Tahiti.. . . It did not ‘‘work’’ as art until it was presented to the broad public

in Paris.’’

Christoph Becker (eds.), Paul Gauguin: Tahiti (Stuttgart, G. Hatje, 1998): 41.

‘‘All these allusions to the archipelago’s mythical history, coupled with the

painting’s title make the young woman the emblematic heir to these van-

ished traditions that Gauguin revives in an aura of mystery.’’

Claire Fr!eches-Thory, ‘‘The Paintings of the First Polynesian Sojourn,’’ in

George T.M. Shackelford and Claire Fr!eches-Thory (eds.), Gauguin Tahiti

(Boston: Museum of Fine Arts Publications, 2004): 37.

‘‘Wearing her finest European-style missionary dress, her hair elaborately

decorated with flowers, Tehamana holds a plaited palm fan as if it were the

scepter of a queen . . . With these props Gauguin intended to characterize

Tehamana as a hybrid of East, West, past and present. This sense of mystery,

(continued )
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Paul Gauguin (French, 1848–1903), Merahi metua no Teha’amana (The Ancestors of Teha-
mana) (1893). Oil on canvas, 76.3 ! 54.3 cm. The Art Institute of Chicago, Gift of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Deering McCormick (1980.613). (Photo courtesy of "C The Art Institute of
Chicago.)

Color Image: http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/artwork
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On April 1, 1891, French artist Paul Gauguin embarked from the port of
Marseilles on his first journey to Polynesia. Roughly two months later, he
arrived in the Tahitian capital Papeete. Gauguin was on an official mission;
he had applied for and obtained sponsorship from the French government
to study the ‘‘customs and landscapes’’ of the French colony from ‘‘an artis-
tic viewpoint.’’1 1Although he had keenly anticipated the new sights, sounds,
and sensations that had inspired him to travel more than halfway around
the world, Gauguin’s early impressions disappointed him. After decades of
colonial rule, French influence had modernized the city and its environs,
and Gauguin despaired that Papeete was becoming a microcosm of Paris. In
the following months, Gauguin moved further from the capital in his quest
for cultural authenticity. In traditional villages, he observed the people and
their customs. He adopted their mode of living and the style of their dress
until he came to believe that his contact with this ‘‘primitive’’ culture
affected the core of his character as well as the spirit of his art. By Novem-
ber, he informed a friend in Paris that his life was now ‘‘that of a savage,’’
and his work bore witness to this transformation. After two years, Gauguin
returned to Paris a changed man; he felt twenty years younger and claimed
to have shed the taint of civilization for the wisdom of a ‘‘barbarian.’’2 2

During his two-year sojourn, Gauguin filled piles of sketch books and
painted more than sixty canvases. For Gauguin, this work superseded the
limitations of dry documentary imagery or artistic impressions; his paintings
and drawings bore witness to his journey of self-discovery in a remote

captured in Tehamana’s Mona Lisa-like expression was for Gauguin the ulti-

mate source of her beauty.’’

Richard R Brettell (ed.), The Art of Paul Gauguin (Washington, DC: National

Gallery of Art, 1988): 288–289.

‘‘Child of pliant and available sensuality surrounded by signs of ancient,

impenetrable intellectual mystery, she is Polynesia personified.

Kirk Varnedoe, ‘‘Gauguin,’’ in William Rubin (ed.), Primitivism in Twentieth

Century Art (New York: MOMA Press, 1984): 190.

‘‘We did not cease studying each other, but she remained impenetrable to

me, and I was soon vanquished in this struggle.’’

Paul Gauguin, Noa Noa: The Tahitian Journal (New York: Courier Dover,

1985) :31.

‘‘Gauguin searched her eyes for a lost paradise that was more his own fan-

tasy than a lost reality.’’

Stephen Kern, Eyes of Love: The Gaze in English and French Paintings and

Novels 1840–1900 (London: Reaktion Books, 1996): 112.
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culture that was more elemental and more authentic than his own. When he
returned to Paris, he felt charged with the desire to share his revelations, as
well as sell his paintings. To this end, he began to compose a travel memoir,
which he called Noa Noa (1893–1894), doubling the Tahitian word for per-
fume to suggest the sensuous intensity of the world that he encountered.
Although Noa Noa takes the form of a sequential narrative, tracing
Gauguin’s experiences from his arrival in Polynesia to his departure for
France, its content was shaped by Gauguin’s imagination as much as his
memories. Rather than a story, Noa Noa is a collection of ideas, ranging from
anecdotes, character studies, and first-hand observations, to accounts of cul-
tural practices, tales from Tahitian mythology and lists of heroes and gods.
At the center of Gauguin’s narrative is a relationship with a young woman
named Tehura, thirty years his junior, who lived with him as his wife during
his last months in Polynesia. Through Tehura, Gauguin immersed himself in
everything his new world had to offer. She shared the routines of daily life
and helped him to understand her language and her beliefs. She came into his
life ‘‘at the perfect hour’’ and became his guide to the ‘‘mysteries which hith-
erto remained inaccessible.’’3 3And her beauty—as elemental and authentic as
her native land—intoxicated him. Unlike the women of Paris, or for that mat-
ter, Papeete, Tehura seemed unspoiled by European influence. In Noa Noa,
Gauguin portrayed Tehura as the beautiful exotic who embodied his fantasy
of Tahiti: innocent yet sensual, primitive and pure.
Like much of Noa Noa, the character of Tehura was crafted out of mem-

ories enhanced by invention. During the last phase of his Tahitian sojourn,
Gauguin did live with a very young woman named Tehamana. Little is
known of her life before or after her liaison with Gauguin, and only his
words, in his heady memoir, tell her tale. But he did paint her portrait.
Merahi metua no Teha’amana (The Ancestors of Tehamana), painted in the
spring of 1893, employs conventional aspects of European portraiture. The
sitter, a young, dark-skinned woman, dominates the picture plane. Her full-
featured face is turned to the viewer, but her eyes gaze left in a side-long
glance. The braided leaf fan in her right hand and the flowers in her thick,
black hair were common accessories for women in Tahiti. Her blue and
white striped dress is modest, styled to cover her from neckline to cuff and
cut loose enough to flow from the high yoke down her body and below her
knees. There is a deliberate ethnographic quality to Gauguin’s portrayal of
the garments and ornaments; Gauguin employs them as attributes, function-
ing, as in conventional portraiture, to define the sitter’s identity. Similarly,
the background indicates the location. A panel of glyphs appear on the
upper wall; traditional carvings appear below. A bowl of mangoes can be
seen in the lower-left corner. Just above the mangoes, an inscription
declares: Merahi metua no Tehamana. The inscription, which gives the
painting its title, refers to the Tahitian practice of fostering children and
maintaining complex family links. Gauguin’s ensemble of ‘‘authentic’’
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objects, cultural reference, and natural likeness suggests that this is a true
picture of a known person. But, like his travel narrative, this portrait of
Tehamana reveals far more about the painter and his exotic fantasies than
about the subject or the sitter that he purports claims to portray.
According to Victor Segalen, an ardent admirer of Gauguin’s work who

retraced the artist’s journey to Tahiti in 1903, proposed that exoticism was
‘‘nothing other than the notion of difference.’’ According to the notes that
Segalen compiled in 1918 for an unfinished essay, he states that the percep-
tion of the exotic resided in the ‘‘knowledge that something is other than
one’s self.’’4 4Throughout human history, the recognition of difference in
appearance, beliefs, and behavior has marked divisions between human
communities. Communities forge unity and formulate identity by distin-
guishing between what is normal and familiar and what is dissimilar or
strange. Gauguin—as well as Segalen—inherited a world view that privi-
leged European ethnicity and culture was normal. The voyages of discovery
out from Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, followed by the
establishment of European power on other continents in the form of colo-
nial dominion in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, created a percep-
tion of cultural and racial polarities, and Europe claimed the authority of
racial superiority, sophisticated culture, and advanced civilization. Other
places, other peoples, and other ways were marginalized: they were judged
by European standards to be primitive. By the end of the eighteenth century,
when Western powers began to establish their influence in Polynesia and the
islands of the South Seas, the prevailing concept of the exotic emerged.
Enhanced by romantic fantasies, now ‘‘exotic’’ described more than simple
difference; an encounter with the exotic promised a glimpse into unfathom-
able mysteries, unparalleled sensations, and the opportunity to experience
taboo.
When Gauguin left France, he was lured by the siren’s song of his own

expectations. He chose Tahiti for its remote location, its congenial climate,
and its exotic potential. But most of all, Gauguin sought precisely what
Segalen would define as the exotic: the knowledge of something other than
himself, the frisson of difference. In February 1890, long before he planned
his trip, he wrote of his deep need to remove himself from his familiar
world and move ‘‘far from this European scramble for money.’’ He imagined
a new life ‘‘on an island in Oceania’’ where he would live not on money or
ambition but ‘‘on ecstasy.’’ His new circumstance would not only reinvigo-
rate him; it would transform him. ‘‘There, in Tahiti, in the silence of the
beautiful tropical nights, I will be able to listen to the soft murmuring music
of the movements of my heart in amorous harmony with the mysterious
beings around me.’’5 5Gauguin made his journey to redefine himself in the
company of the alien other. But even his fantasy betrayed his European ori-
entation; through his words and in his images, he crafted an iconic image of
beauty that embodied his experience of the exotic, but he did so through the
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lens of his own presuppositions. Ultimately, whether he found the exoticism
that he sought in the real Tehamana or in his own creation Tehura is of little
consequence. His work raises a more intriguing question: Does the beautiful
exotic—defined in terms of the self and the other—exist beyond the singular
projection of Western imagination? And, in a global world, is the concept of
the exotic—beautiful or otherwise—obsolete?

DEFINING THE FOREIGN

The English adjective ‘‘exotic’’ derives from the Greek root exo, meaning
outside, and, in the most straightforward sense, the word refers to some-
thing that is non-indigenous, something that comes from elsewhere rather
than here. This inherent marking of difference is shared with other words,
such as foreign, alien, extrinsic, or other. But each word that marks such a
difference—drawing the line between ‘‘us’’ and ‘‘them’’—takes on suggestive
nuance according to the way it has been used. Take, for an example, the
noun ‘‘barbarian.’’ According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the etymo-
logical meaning of barbarian is simply ‘‘a foreigner, one whose language
and customs differ from the speaker’s.’’ But the history of its use indicates
an inherent judgment about that ‘‘foreigner’’ and his unfamiliar language
and culture. The ancient Greeks used the word with disdain to indicate
someone who was not Greek; for the ancient Romans, barbarian labeled
those who lived beyond the boundaries of the Empire and its civilizing influ-
ence.6 6In each case, the use of the word qualifies as well as differentiates;
the subtext proclaims that ‘‘we are superior to them.’’
During the Greek and Roman eras, few people ventured beyond their

native regions, let alone set off on far-flung journeys. Little was known of
foreign lands, and ideas about foreign populations and their customs were
clouded in ignorance and tainted with xenophobia.7 7Nonetheless, the
intrigue of the unknown—a key element of the exotic—ignited curiosity
about other people living in other places, and traveler’s tales brought the
world to those who would never experience any land other than their
own. During the fifth century before the Common Era, the Greek writer
Herodotus amplified his history of the Greco-Persian wars with the observa-
tions of people and their customs that he gathered during his travels.
Roughly fifty years later, the physician Ctesias wrote Persica (c. 405 BCE), a
history of the Assyrian and Babylonian Empires, after returning from a post
in the Persian court. In many cases, travelers enhanced their first-hand
accounts with hearsay and fable, but their claim of authority was unassail-
able. They had actually visited the lands that most of the population could
only imagine. The opportunity for extensive travel remained rare during the
Middle Ages, but as the centuries passed, the chronicles of pilgrims, cru-
saders, and traders gave the population of Europe a glimpse into the actual
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wonders of the wider world. Marco Polo, a teenager from a merchant fam-
ily, struck out from Venice toward Asia in the company of his father and his
uncle in 1271. Traveling along the Silk Road, he reached China four years
later, and during a stay of nearly twenty years, he studied his host nation
and even performed diplomatic services for the Mongol Emperor Kublai
Khan. Polo’s travel account Il Milione (The Millions), written after his
return to Venice in 1275, described alien aspects of the foreign culture in
such detail that his contemporary detractors accused him of embellishing his
tale and dubbed his book ‘‘A Million Lies.’’8 8

Marco Polo’s account was based on his experience, but the most re-
nowned travel narrative of the late Middle Ages, The Travels of Sir John
Mandeville, was a complete fabrication. Written in the second half of the
fourteenth century, the work purports to be a thorough account of a journey
through the known world. The ‘‘author’’ is identified as a knight of English
heritage, born in St. Albans in 1322, whose journey is long and complex.
He circles the coastal regions of the Mediterranean; he traverses the Middle
East. He takes in all the sights of the Holy Land, including Biblical land-
marks and the original location of Paradise. Sir John eventually travels on
through East Asia and the Indies to visit the ‘‘Great Khan’’ in China. Scholar
Tamarah Kohanski attributes the author’s choice to write in the vernacular
(either French or Anglo-Norman; a debate continues over which of the
attested surviving manuscripts represent the initial version) rather than Latin
to his desire to attract a popular audience, and the lively, conversational
narrative is presented as a eyewitness account that ‘‘offers its readers a view
of an expanding world.’’9 9

Sir John describes the famous people that he met, the wonders that he
saw, and the adventures he endured. Along the way he compiles ethno-
graphic information. For example, he meets the ‘‘bedoynes’’ (Bedouins) of
Babylon, who have no houses and must sleep in ‘‘tentys’’ made of camel
skin. He notes that since they do not till the land they have no bread in their
diet, and they must hunt for their sustenance. He also visits mythical places,
such as Caldee, the land of the Amazons, and strange lands where ‘‘Mon-
strous Races’’ dwell. He goes to an island populated by men and women
with ‘‘hounde heads.’’ He discovers humans with lips so huge that can pull
them over their faces for shade when they want to sleep in the sun. Other
islands boast populations of hermaphrodites or men and women with no
heads, whose mouths lie between their breasts and eyes are embedded in
their shoulders. Sir John is awed by the magnificent gold and jewels that he
sees in the court of ‘‘the Great Khan,’’ but he is equally fascinated by
women whose feet were bound when they were tiny girls so that ‘‘they may
not wex halfe as the shulde.’’10 10In every land Sir John visits, he encounters
unusual people with bizarre customs, and his descriptions are fueled with
the insatiable curiosity and delighted wonder of a true fabulist. Sir John
summons up a strange and wonderful world, where every difference has an
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unsettling appeal. The frisson of the unfamiliar—alien, yet alluring—is the
implicit quality of the exotic.

Exotic Europeans

Gauguin’s paintings of Tahiti present observations of an island and its people

through the lens of exotic fantasy. But the exotic need not only characterize

European views of non-Western culture. Artwork from around the world

often casts the European as the strange outsider and demonstrates that the

exotic is a flexible point of view.

Carvings from Edo-speaking Nigeria from the seventeenth century onward,

often include lightly mocking depictions of European soldiers, traders, and

missionaries. These figures, like all exotic depictions, emphasize the elements

of difference. The Europeans are given overly large straight noses and angular

features. Their Western accessories are exaggerated to mark their identity;

such as overly large helmets, guns, furniture, and even petticoats. Often this

type of West African carving attempts to make sense of intrusive new visitors

and their strange iconographies. Two telling sculptures from the early twenti-

eth century show a missionary lady and a government messenger depicted

with pith helmet, wrist-watch, and dispatch bag. These figures also have ves-

tigial angel wings, the carver neatly parodying the heavy-handed power of

the English administrators with that of evangelical Christianity.

In seventeenth-century Japan, Portuguese missionaries and tradesmen

were represented with glaring eyes and huge noses in genre paintings. The

Japanese called these visitors ‘‘Southern Barbarians’’ and portrayed them as

grotesque and even somewhat frightening. Visiting Dutch traders were all

shown with fiery red hair, an exotic distinction of otherness for the dark-

haired culture. In the mid-nineteenth century, after Japanese and European

trade routes reopened, a popular new genre of decorative prints depicting

European visitors gained widespread popularity. Known as Yokohama prints,

after the harbor area where foreigners settled, the images lampoon the

strange habits and customs of the European tourists in the city. The prints

rendered the visitors as clumsily large, overdressed, and excessively hairy.

Exotic Europeans also feature widely in Indian Mughal-era painting of the

late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. Foreign travelers to India

brought with them portraits of King James I and members of the Tudor royal

family. Court artists incorporated these images into their paintings, but

placed the English monarchs in background subordinate positions to

enhance the prestige of Indian rulers at the center. Mughal artists often por-

trayed Europeans holding bottles or wine cups, mocking their visitor’s fond-

ness for alcohol. Another common symbol was that of dogs painted at the

(continued )
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ATTRACTION TO DIFFERENCE

There is an inherent judgment in the act of distinguishing the familiar from
the strange. As noted above, the word ‘‘barbarian’’ asserts superiority while
taking note of difference. The word ‘‘exotic’’ also carries a hierarchical con-
notation, but, at the same time, it invokes the fascination that the alien or
the unknown holds for the familiar. For example, in Pharsalia (c. 65 CE), an
account of the civil war between the forces of Julius Caesar and his rival
Pompey, Latin poet Marcus Lucanus, known as Lucan, described a recep-
tion that Cleopatra hosted to impress the stern Roman dictator. The setting
was spectacular. The walls of her banquet hall were clad in lustrous marble,
the floors covered in gleaming alabaster. Tortoise shell from India and ebony
from Nubia ornamented the doors. The Egyptian queen enhanced her own
beauty with diaphanous garments, gold, and jewels, as well as vivid cosmet-
ics. Even her attendants were selected to stimulate the senses: ‘‘Some had
the hair of Africa, and others were so fair-headed that Caesar said he had
never seen hair so red in the Rhine country.’’11 11Cleopatra deliberately sur-
rounded Caesar with luxury and beauty, but she also excited him with vari-
ety. She immersed him into a realm of sensuous display that was as alien as
it was exciting, and the effect intoxicated him. Lucan acknowledged the ir-
resistible appeal of Cleopatra’s foreign allure. Her exotic charms over-
whelmed the powerful men that she encountered, and in her presence ‘‘even
the stubborn heart of Caesar took fire.’’12 12

The sensuous allure of difference sets the connotation of the exotic apart
from other labels for the foreign or the strange. Just as new sounds and new
sights stimulate the intellect and the imagination, new pleasures ignite the
senses. The twelfth-century Seljuk poet Nizami explored this theme in his
romance The Seven Beauties (Haft Paykar; 1198), the fourth tale of his
masterpiece The Khamsa (see Chapter 6). As a boy, the Persian Prince
Bahram Gar was fostered out to the court of Yemen. He lived in a palace

feet of European visitors. Muslim and Hindu cultures did not view dogs as

pets, and the European affection for the animals was viewed as both comical

and unclean. Just as feminine costumes from the Orient were titillating in

the West, the layers of European female dress acquired a subtly erotic air for

the Mughal court. Come-hither images of both Indian and European women

in corsets and petticoats were created to entice the Indian royals.

In the eyes of the non-Western world, foreign visitors were themselves

bizarre, ridiculous, mysterious, and fascinatingly exotic. Such artwork offers

evidence that the fantasies imposed by the West on foreign cultures were

indeed reciprocal (Malbert 1991).
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built by a magician, and one room was always locked. When he reached
adolescence, the curious youth convinced his chamberlain to open the door,
and there he discovered seven portraits of seven princesses from seven differ-
ent regions of the world. Bahram Gar was dazzled by their various charms,
and when he became the king of Persia, he used his power and influence to
marry the seven princesses. To house them, he ordered a magnificent palace
with seven domed pavilions, each of a different color, and he spent his
nights with each in turn, according to the movement of the planets. Princess
Furak, the youngest daughter of the raja of India lived in the Black Pavilion;
her skin was as dark as sable and her eyes as black as agate. In the Yellow
Pavilion, he embraced the Byzantine Princess Humay, whose hair gleamed
like gold and whose eyes were ‘‘flecked with amber.’’ Pari, the child of a
Tartar chieftain, resided in the Green Pavilion. She had emerald eyes, the
grace of a willow tree, and she always wore ornaments made of jade. A
Slavic Princess with fiery hair and ruby lips named Nasrin lived the Red
Pavilion. Azarene, the Princess of Maghreb, lived in the Turquoise Pavilion;
her eyes were as blue as the sky. Yagme, the daughter of the Emperor of
China, occupied the fragrant Sandalwood Pavilion. Her delicate beauty
reminded the king of porcelain, butterflies, lotus flowers, and jasmine. On
the day of Venus, Bahram Gur ended his week in the White Pavilion accom-
panied by the princess Diroste. She hailed from a city in Persia, and he
believed that his seventh bride was ‘‘the sweetest of all.’’13 13Nizami’s Seven
Beauties offers much more than a tale of sensual delight. Before each night
of love, Bahram Gur asks his wife to tell him a story. Their tales excite him,
but they also teach him the wisdom of the world, and through the love of
his seven beauties, Bahram Gur becomes a good man and a masterful king.

Perceptions and Projections

Although Nizami’s King found his Persian bride to be the ‘‘sweetest’’ of his
seven wives, he came to her chambers after enjoying the spice of the com-
pany of foreign women. In Bahram Gur’s eyes, Diroste’s beauty was incom-
parable; on seeing her he exclaimed, ‘‘To think that of all beauties, the most
beautiful is to be found in my very own kingdom!’’14 14But his standard of
beauty reflected his own sense of self-identity and the canon of his culture.
Judged by that standard, only the raven-haired and pale-skinned Diroste
could fulfill the Persian ideal. His fascination with the others derived from
what he perceived to be their uncommon characteristics: fiery hair, amber
eyes, or skin as dark as sable. But the features that comprised strangeness in
Persia were admired qualities of beauty in each princess’ homeland. The
exotic beauty that Bahram Gur perceived in his foreign wives was not innate
in any of their features, their bearing, or their appearance. Rather it was the
difference that he perceived when judging them by his own standard. By
seeking out qualities that were unfamiliar to spark his desires, Bahram Gur
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was projecting his desire for difference on his wives. This, too, is a distin-
guishing factor of the label of the beautiful exotic; it rises from the self, not
the other, and it consigns the other to the role of a passive, and sometimes
unwilling participant.
It is a misconception to comprehend the exotic as some innate quality or

definable feature that can be recognized in a place, an object, or a person
that is different from one’s own place or one’s self. The idea of the exotic is
projected by the self on the other; it is the term we use when confronted
with an enticing element that appears to us as alien or strange. Cultural
critic Graham Huggan defines the exotic as ‘‘a particular mode of aesthetic
perception—one which renders people, objects, and places strange even as it
domesticates them, and which effectively manufactures otherness even as it
claims to surrender to its immanent mystery.’’15 15The act of perceiving the
strange occurs through the lens of a particular world view: if everyone in a
community has brown eyes, blue, green, or amber eyes are seen as different.
And if that difference generates wonder or excitement or desire on the part
of the brown-eyed beholder, eyes of blue or green or amber become exotic.
Historian Peter Mason asserts that the exotic does not even exist until it is
discovered. He explains that ‘‘it is the very act of discovery which produces
the exotic,’’ and he labels the exotic as a ‘‘product,’’ rather than a condition,
of the process by which the familiar projects its world view on the strange.
Mason calls this process ‘‘exoticization,’’ and he acknowledges that it is
fluid rather than stable, stating that, ‘‘the exotic is always up for renegotia-
tion; as an invention, it is always open to reinvention.’’16 16But the prolonged
exposure to the exotic makes it familiar, and through that, it loses its
appeal. Mason suggests that when something or someone is removed from
its natural or native setting, new meanings are generated by the new con-
text.17 17Bahram Gur kept his foreign princesses in their individual pavilions,
isolating them from both his court and their homelands. This fed his percep-
tions of difference; each of his beautiful exotics resided in a space that he
created and they came into being as exotic only when he entered the
pavilion.

ORIENTAL FANTASIES

In 1813, French artist Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres (1780–1867) agreed
to paint a reclining nude for Napoleon Bonaparte’s sister, Queen Caroline
of Naples. Five years earlier he had completed a similar commission for her
husband Joachim Murat. When the French control of Naples collapsed in
1816, the first painting, The Sleeper of Naples (1808), disappeared, but
scholars presume that it drew on the conventional ideal of a recumbent
female nude in a private chamber, exemplified in works such as Titian’s
Venus of Urbino (c. 1538) and Diego Velazquez’s Venus before Her Mirror
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(The Rokeby Venus; c. 1650).18 18Queen Caroline requested a pendant paint-
ing to match The Sleeper, and, one year later, Ingres produced La Grande
Odalisque (Figure 19.1), a depiction of a sultry, dark-eyed woman resting
on a blue velvet bed. Every comfort is at her disposal. There is a voluminous
pillow at the head of the bed, and she leans against it as she raises her body
on her left arm to glance at the viewer. A miniver throw swathes the bed,
and an embroidered silk drape covers the wall near her feet. Her clothes—a
gold silk gown, a diaphanous linen shift, and a gold-work girdle with a
magnificent jeweled clasp—lie discarded near her body. She holds a fly
whisk made of peacock feathers and trimmed with pearls. Her own orna-
ments are crafted from chased gold and embellished with pearls and rubies.
Her glossy dark hair is partially hidden under a fine, silk head wrap with
large golden tassels. The style of the wrap resembles a turban, and, along
with the claustrophobic luxury of the setting, it proclaimed her identity to
Ingres’ contemporaries as an ‘‘odalisque’’ or harem woman (from odalik or
belonging to the harem), a beautiful exotic from the mysterious Orient.
The noun ‘‘Orient’’ refers to ‘‘that part of the world situated east of a par-

ticular point,’’ but the conventional use of the word suggests the presump-
tion of a cultural divide between West and East that dates to the time of the
Roman Empire. The literary critic Edward Said stressed that an ‘‘Orient’’
is defined by the existence of an ‘‘Occident,’’ a normative identity of

Figure 19.1. Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres (French, 1780–1867), Odalisque (La Grande
Odalisque) (1819). Oil on canvas, 91 ! 162.5 cm. Mus"ee du Louvre, Paris. (Photo courtesy of
Thierry LeMage. Louvre, Paris, France. R"eunion desMus"ees Nationaux / Art Resource, NY.)
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community and nation that establishes an ontological (nature of being) and
epistemological (theory of knowledge) hierarchy of the self and the other.19

During the Middle Ages, the Christian identity of the Occident intensified
the West’s assertion of distinction from the Islamic Orient, creating an
almost insurmountable gulf dividing countries, cultures, and beliefs that
persisted through Ingres’ day. For most Europeans, the so-called Orient
remained a distant and mysterious presence, represented through travelers’
tales, fables, and imported goods. As a result, the image of the Orient was
primarily a European invention, and the idea of the Orient was a self-perpe-
tuated fantasy, ‘‘a place of romance, exotic beings, haunting memories and
landscapes, remarkable experiences.’’20 20

In Ingres’ day, the Ottoman Empire provided a real, geopolitical backdrop
to the European fantasy of the Orient, and French and Ottoman relations
had a long history. Within a century of the Empire establishing its base of
power in Constantinople in 1453, French merchants opened trade routes
and built trading colonies. While in residence, these merchants often
adopted aspects of local costume and customs, and they returned to France
with first-hand experience and authentic objects.21 21Books, such as Les
Quartre Premiers Livres des Navigations et Peregrinations Orientals
(1568), written and illustrated by Nicolas de Nicolay who had traveled to
Constantinople with the French embassy in 1551, sparked further interest.22 22

One of the most influential was written by Lady Mary Wortley Montague,
an English woman who accompanied her husband on a two-year diplomatic
mission to the Ottoman Empire (1716–1718). Her sex allowed her to pene-
trate areas forbidden to men, and her lively account of visiting the women’s
quarters—the harem and the baths—made the Letters of Lady Mary Wort-
ley Montague (1763) an instant bestseller in England. The book was quickly
translated into French. During the last decades of the eighteenth century,
Turkish taste influenced French fashions, and shops for women featured
imported textiles and headdresses. Although the early nineteenth-century
French public had access to an abundance of ethnographic information,
first-hand accounts of custom and policy, and centuries of actual cultural
and diplomatic exchange, they preferred to view Ottoman culture through
an orientalizing lens, and the glamorous image of the odalisque, based in
fact but mostly fantasy, came to represent the exotic Orient in its most
seductive incarnation.
When Ingres selected his subject for Queen Caroline’s painting, he had

not journeyed any further east than Italy. But he had already embarked on a
career-long interest in the subject of Turkish bathers and fantasy harem
women.23 23As a pendant to The Sleeper of Naples, the image of an odalisque
provided an appealing oriental counterpart to an Occidental icon of beauty.
The exotic concubine, locked away from the world and awaiting the atten-
tion of her powerful master, was a provocative variation on the intimate
theme of a beautiful woman in beautiful surroundings. Ingres was familiar
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with Lady Montague’s Letters and he took great pleasure—as well as dis-
played remarkable skill—in rendering the sensuous surfaces of fine fabrics
and precious materials. But, like so much of the Occidental vision of the
Orient, Ingres’ Grande Odalisque was a pastiche of sources chosen for their
appeal rather than for their authenticity.
The graceful position of his figure, with her curved and elongated spine,

her turned head, and the counterbalance of her bent and extended arms, mir-
rors the pose of Jacques-Louis David’s Portrait of Madame Recamier (1800;
Chapter 18, Figure 18.2). David was Ingres’ teacher, and Ingres was in the
studio when David painted the portrait; he is said to have worked on the
sconce positioned to the left of the chaise longue.24 24Fashion historian Aileen
Ribeiro describes the body of Ingres’ Odalisque as ‘‘completely occidental,’’
noting that the unusually high waist of the figure corresponds with the pre-
vailing fashion for high-waisted Empire gowns. Ribeiro also comments on
the common misidentification of the headdress as a turban; she explains that
it is a ‘‘long, pleated tube of striped and embroidered silk’’ wrapped around
the head in the form of a scuffia, which worn by women in sixteenth-century
Venice.25 25The style is also worn by the enigmatic woman Raphael whom
portrayed as La Fornarina (1515–1519; Chapter 10, Figure 10.1). Ingres
knew and admired the painting; he even painted a tribute to it—and his fa-
vorite Renaissance master—in Raphael and the Fornarina (1814) in which
the beautiful baker’s daughter, now fully dressed, perches on Raphael’s lap
near an easel bearing her portrait in progress.26 26When La Grande Odalisque
debuted in Paris in 1819, many critics questioned the unnatural elongation
of the figure’s back, but none were troubled by the convergence of disparate
features that composed Ingres’ Oriental fantasy.27 27Imagination and inven-
tion—not authenticity—were hallmarks of the beautiful exotic.

The Hottentot Venus

Saartjie Baartman was born in 1789 in the Gamtoos River valley in what is

now South Africa. Her family were Khoekhoens (‘‘Hottentots,’’ to the Euro-

peans of the time), part of the Khoisan people who were known for the

genetic difference of enlarged rear ends. Coerced into slavery by enterprising

showmen, Saartjie was brought to Piccadilly, London, in 1810 where she

was put on stage and billed as the ‘‘Hottentot Venus.’’ Dressed in a figure-

hugging body stocking, beadwork, feathers, and face-paint, she danced,

smoked a pipe, sang, and played African and European folk songs on her

ramkie (a forerunner to the tin-can guitar.)

Baartman’s semi-naked display left little to the imagination. To London

audiences, her foreign shape was a fantasy made flesh, uniting the imaginary

(continued )
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ENTICING ISLANDS

In the spring of 1767, a small French fleet, led by the navigator Louis-
Antoine de Bougainville, sailed through a group of islands in the South
Pacific known to Europe as Polynesia (many islands) and claimed the largest
and most beautiful for France. De Bougainville described Tahiti in his 1771
account of the journey, as the ‘‘New Cythera,’’ the mythical birthplace of

force of two powerful myths. ‘‘Venus’’ invoked a cultural tradition of lust and

love, while ‘‘Hottentot’’ signified all that was exotic, otherworldly, and possi-

bly sexually deviant. Almost overnight, London was overtaken by Saartjie

mania. She immediately went from being an anonymous immigrant to one

of the city’s most talked-about celebrities. Her ubiquitous image was repro-

duced on bright posters and penny prints. She became the favored subject

of caricaturists and cartoonists who used her large backside as political

punch line. She was featured in broadsheet ballads, satires, and later a Pari-

sian opera. Saartjie’s popular image was not based on reality but molded to

match the desires and the fantasies projected on her by the audience. Her

presence also became a catalyst for anti-slavery campaigners, who petitioned

the government for her freedom. The court action that was brought on

Saartjie’s behalf resulted only in an improved commercial contract and her

one-woman show went on, traveling from London to tour Britain, Ireland,

and France.

After a few years of celebrity, Saartjie was homesick, frequently ill, and

began to drink. She was particularly distressed by a panel of scientists who

convened to examine and record her nude physique in the atelier of the

French Natural History Museum. The resulting scientific papers describe

extensive negotiations required to convince the modest Saartjie to take off

her clothes. The winter of 1815 was a harsh one. Saartjie died in December,

probably of pneumonia exacerbated by alcoholism. Her bones were held in

the Natural History Museum in Paris until, a request from Nelson Mandela to

Fran#cois Mitterrand—followed by eight years of inter-governmental

wrangling—brought Saartjie’s remains back to South Africa. In August 2002,

she received a state funeral and was buried beside the banks of the Gamtoos

River, where she had been born more than two centuries earlier (Holmes

2007). Saartjie’s exploitation stands as a stark reminder of the powerful com-

mercial and popular appeal the exotic ‘‘other’’ holds on public imagination.

Although the event arose from the circumstances of the colonial era, the

issues of economics, race, and gender that shaped Saartjie’s life continue to

influence us today. Inspired by the story in 2007, community activist Jessica

Solomon founded the artist collective The Saartjie Project to celebrate the

politics of the Black woman’s body through song, dance, and theatre.
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Venus, where handsome, healthy people, enjoy the ‘‘most beautiful climate in
the Universe’’ and ‘‘breathe only repose and the pleasures of the senses.’’28 28In
1789, a mutiny on board the English ship the HMS Bounty again drew Euro-
pean attention to Tahiti. The ship had docked in Tahiti to take on a cargo of
breadfruit trees bound for the West Indies. The first mate Lieutenant Fletcher
Christian married a native woman, and the crew enjoyed the indulgent atten-
tions of the women on the island. The uprising—led by Christian and unrelated
to the pleasures of the Tahitian sojourn—occurred on the outbound journey
from Tahiti; Christian and his band of mutineers forced Captain William Bligh
and his loyal supporters off the ship and made their way back to the islands.29 29

Through the nineteenth century, Tahiti continued to fascinate adventurous
travelers who brought back information about its nature and culture. Charles
Darwin studied the habitat when the HMS Beagle docked there in 1835. After
several voyages between 1828 and 1834, Jacques-Antoine Moerenhout com-
piled his observations about beliefs and rituals of the region in his Voyages aux
Îles du Grand Oc"ean (1837). Herman Melville sailed to the South Pacific on a
whaling ship (1841–1844). His journey inspired two novels: Typee: A Peep at
Polynesian Life (1846) and Omoo: A Narrative Adventure in the South Seas
(1847). But this growing cache of physical, scientific, and ethnographic infor-
mation did little to dispel the widely held European fantasy that Tahiti was the
most enticing island on earth.
The bestselling novel The Marriage of Loti (1880) forged the strongest link

between Tahiti’s romantic allure and the image of the beautiful exotic. Writ-
ten by Julien-Marie Viaud (1850–1923) under the pen name Pierre Loti, the
story relates the experience of an English sailor named Harry Grant who
enters into a temporary marriage with a young native woman while on leave
in Tahiti. Viaud drew on personal experience for inspiration. His brother
Gustave, a naval surgeon, had lived with a Tahitian woman when he was sta-
tioned in Tahiti, and, after attending naval college, Viaud also made the jour-
ney to the South Seas. He arrived in Papeete in January 1872, and many of
the experiences that he described in his novel were his own.30 30The novel
opens with a marriage ceremony between Grant, who takes the name Loti,
and a fourteen-year-old girl named Rarahu from Bora-Bora. She had been
brought to Tahiti to be fostered to an elderly distant relative who now
arranged the marriage. Grant/Loti was absolutely intrigued by his child-bride
who he described as a ‘‘very strange little person, whose startling and savage
charm was a thing quite apart from all the conventional rules of beauty rec-
ognized by the nations of Europe.’’31 31The rambling narrative follows Loti/
Grant over the course of two years as he penetrates deeper and deeper into
an alien culture with a beautiful exotic as his guide. The book is filled with
heady descriptions of the exquisite landscape, intoxicating fragrances, alien
beliefs, and easy morals of the island and its inhabitants; for more than a gen-
eration, Tahiti was seen through Loti’s romanticized perspective. But through-
out the novel, the narrator laments that the pure, authentic culture he set out
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to find was already tainted by Christian beliefs, European customs, and mod-
ern world ambitions. Once familiar, the exotic quickly lost its allure. Even so,
once Loti returns to Europe, he constantly ‘‘dreamed of seeing the great ocean
once more and returning to the dear island and his savage wife.’’32 32

THE STUDIO OF THE TROPICS

Paul Gauguin (1848–1903) fashioned his own life story into an atavistic self-
identity. He boasted to his friends ‘‘I have Indian blood, Inca blood in me,’’
based on the boyhood years that he spent with his mother’s Spanish relatives
in Lima, the colonial capital of Peru. In his youth he joined the Merchant
Marines, and from 1865 to 1871 he sailed the world, but in later years, he
described himself as a buccaneer and a pirate.33 33In his mid-thirties, he left a
career as a stock agent to seek recognition in the art world, and, separating
himself from his wife Mette, his children, and anything else associated with
domestic bourgeois life, he sought remote locations where he could live
cheaply, work anonymously, and surround himself with people whose ways
were different from his own. In 1886, he left Paris to live among the villagers
in rural Brittany, and in 1887 he crossed the Atlantic Ocean to work on the
Panama Canal. The stint was brief, so he moved on to the French colony of
Martinique, where he painted vivid canvases featuring lush vegetation and
handsome, dark-skinned women. Gauguin cultivated the swaggering glamour
of a manly adventurer. He claimed a kinship with indigenous people, believ-
ing that his own essential nature was ‘‘primitive,’’ and he sought to release
that side of himself through his art to ‘‘confront the rotten civilization with
something more natural, based on savagery.’’34 34His friend Vincent van Gogh
saw him as a kindred spirit of Pierre Loti and urged him to follow his
wanderlust and create a ‘‘Studio of the Tropics.’’35 35

During the summer of 1889, Gauguin considered seeking a colonial post in
either Tonkin in the French protectorate of Indochina (present-day Viet Nam)
or on the African island Madagascar. His new plans were, in part, inspired by
the French Colonial exhibitions at the Exposition Universelle, which was on
view in Paris from May 6 to October 31, 1889. The Colonial Exposition fea-
tured recreations of villages and village life from distant French colonies, and
several of them, including the Tahitian exhibit, housed indigenous people in
native dress going about a facsimile of their lives.36 36The exposition guide
books burnished the displays with exotic descriptions. For example, the Livre
d’Or de l’Exposition called Tahiti one of ‘‘the last remaining paradises’’ on
earth; another portrayed the handsome natives as a ‘‘race of gay, indolent
troubadours,’’ who lived without worry or toil. Gauguin attended the fair,
and, within a year’s time, he wrote to friends that he planned to move to
Tahiti, citing the description of pleasurable life on the island in the guidebook
Exposition Colonial de 1889. Les Colonies Fran#caises.37 37In February 1891,
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he auctioned off the contents of his studio, and early in March, he formulated
a project to document the landscape and ethnography of the island and
applied to the Minister of Fine Arts for sponsorship. His application was
approved; by June 9, he was in the colonial capital Papeete.

Exotic Fragrances

Gauguin’s initial letters home reveal his distaste for the spread of European
influence in Tahiti and his conviction that it would ultimately obliterate tradi-
tional culture. He spent much of his first year absorbing the sights and the
atmosphere, making sketches and filling notebooks but hesitating to paint or
sculpt. He traveled further away from the capital, exploring the villages along
the southeastern coast. He adopted a modified version of Tahitian dress, and,
although he never possessed more than a rudimentary command of the lan-
guage, he immersed himself, as best he could, into village life. In March
1892, he wrote to his friend Georges-Daniel de Monfried that he was hard at
work and living the life of a ‘‘savage.’’ That July, in a letter to his wife, he
boasted that he now knew Tahiti: ‘‘the soil, its odor and the Tahitians whom
I draw in a very enigmatical manner.’’ He even gave his paintings Tahitian
titles, such as Fatata te Mitt (Near the Sea; 1892), Te Nave Nave Fenua (The
Delightful Land; 1892), and Matamue (Olden Times; 1892). Gauguin’s obser-
vations were often supplemented with imagery adapted from a collection of
photographs, printed images, and other ephemera—his so-called ‘‘little world
of friends’’—that he had assembled in France and carried with him to
Tahiti.38 38Similarly, Noa Noa, the travel memoir that he would write after his
return to Paris, was a pastiche of first-hand experiences, embellishments, and
invention (see sidebar). It is there, rather than in his letters, that Gauguin
described his relationship with ‘‘Tehura,’’ who was modeled on Tehamana,
his intimate companion during the later months of his first stay in Tahiti.

One Theory: An Exotic Imagination

Gauguin’s Tahitian paintings are often referenced in art history as examples

of the exotic, and it would seem that Paul Gauguin left scholars an ideal

blueprint for understanding these works. His book Noa Noa: The Tahitian

Journal, has long been accepted as an autobiographical account of the

artist’s life in the South Pacific. Scholars refer to the book to construct

Gauguin’s experiences on the tropic isle and the influences he drew from

Tahitian culture. In a catalog for the exhibition Gauguin Tahiti (2004), cura-

ted by George T. M. Shackelford, several authors address this issue. Their

essays theorize that what has been passing for autobiography is, for the most

part, fiction. Noa Noa may be as much of a created object as Gauguin’s

paintings, a pure fantasy of the exotic.

(continued )
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Isabelle Cahn tracks Noa Noa’s contentious publication history, reminding

readers that the book was published only after Gauguin’s return from the

tropics. In difficult financial straits, the artist had a great need to sell the

paintings that he created in Tahiti, and he authored the original manuscript

of Noa Noa to accompany an exhibition sale of the works, to give his French

audiences a context for his ‘‘exotic’’ paintings, drawings, and prints. Its ori-

gin as a kind of sales catalog explains the organization of the book, which

largely explains the back story behind the painted scenes. Gauguin worked

on Noa Noa in collaboration with poet Charles Morice, who rewrote the ini-

tial narrative with stylistic frills and additional explanations. Cahn recounts

that Gauguin even asked Morice to pad the manuscript with his own

description of Tahiti, which Morice had never seen.

It may be that Gauguin also took inspiration from the text from other liter-

ary works. The narrative of Noa Noa closely parallels that of Pierre Loti’s

Marriage of Loti (1880). Gauguin’s description of Tahitian life also is strikingly

similar to the information in ethnographic texts by Jacques-Antoine

Morenhout and Lieutenant de Bovis that were known to have been in his

library. Philippe Peltier suggests that Gauguin may have interwoven his ex-

otic fantasy with the details from these earlier works. ‘‘Gauguin borrowed

elements to reconstitute a world, weaving a canvas whose weft was the texts

he read and whose warp was his own experiences and knowledge’’

(in Schackelford and Fr!eches-Thory 2004, 53). There is evidence that the an-

cient Tahitian religious beliefs and rituals that Gauguin charts, as if learned

through first-hand experience, were already forgotten by the time he arrived

on the island. Tahiti had undergone much western influence by the late

nineteenth century. Even the cloth wraps worn by the women in his paint-

ings were manufactured in Europe, and the temples that he depicted had al-

ready fallen to ruin. It would have been rare to find a Tahitian at the time

capable of reciting the great myths, and Tehamana certainly would not have

been the one to initiate Gauguin into these rituals. Scholar Claire Fr!eches-

Thory notes that such rites would never have been accessible to women.

These details call into question Gauguin’s account of Tehamana herself.

Fr!eches-Thory asks, ‘‘Is the Tehamana of Noa Noa merely a literary fiction

meant to serve the poetic designs?’’(in Schackelford and Fr!eches-Thory

2004, 33). Gauguin creates the character of a lovely Tahitian girl as a perfect

embodiment of all the elements that he believed to exist in the ‘‘Maori

soul.’’ Although the portrait of Tehamana features a known sitter, the charac-

ter that lives on the pages of Noa Noa may be only a reflection of Gauguin’s

desires. The fact that the book is less than factual is even hinted at by the

author himself in the title of his appendix: ‘‘After the work of art. The truth,

the wretched truth.’’ It may be impossible to know to what extent Gauguin’s

account is fabricated, but the theory offers a reminder that the ‘‘exotic’’ is

an imagined quality that exists only in the mind of the observer.
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Gauguin introduces the character of Tehura about midway through his
narrative. Her mother, ‘‘a beautiful woman of about forty,’’ approaches him
and asks why he has come to her village. Candidly, Gauguin replies, ‘‘To
find a wife,’’ and the woman offers her own daughter, a thirteen-year-old
girl, who Gauguin describes as a ‘‘large child’’ on the brink of woman-
hood.39 39Even by Polynesian standards, he finds her beauty uncommon, and
he praises her magnificent proportions. Gauguin displays her distinctive
physical beauty in the painting Manao Tupapau (The Spirit of the Dead
Watches; 1892), which features a young nude Tahitian woman, lying stom-
ach down on a bed, gazing out at the viewer and frozen in fear. At first
glance (see Illustration 19.0), the composition suggests the theme of the
beautiful woman in a chamber; it offers a novel and more exotic interpreta-
tion of Ingres’ orientalizing vision of the theme in La Grande Odalisque.
But Gauguin linked the painting with a startling incident that he described
in Noa Noa. One evening, when he entered his hut, he found Tehura naked
and immobile on their bed. Her wide eyes seemed to emit a ‘‘phosphor-
escent light,’’ and despite her horror at being visited by a tupapao, a death
spirit that haunted people at night to deprive them of sleep, he believed that
he had never ‘‘seen her so beautiful, so tremulously beautiful.’’ His percep-
tion of cultural strangeness heightened both his desire for her and his admi-
ration of her beauty. Unlike Ingres, who imagined the exotic through his
‘‘Turkish’’ fantasies, Gauguin claimed a deeper and more elemental connec-
tion. Through union with his beautiful exotic, he became part of what he

Illustration 19.0. Paul Gauguin, Manao Tupapau (The Spirit of the Dead Keeps Watch)
(1892), pen and ink drawing by Shay DeGrandis, after the painting. The image of Tehura is
linked to an incident recounted in Noa Noa in which the girl is haunted by a tupapao or death
spirit, which deprives her of sleep. Gauguin’s perception of cultural strangeness heightened both
his desire for Tehura and his admiration of her beauty.
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perceived as strange: ‘‘I was permeated with her fragrance—noa noa,’’ and
‘‘through her I enter the mysteries which hitherto remained inaccessible
to me.’’40 40

A Study in Exotic Beauty

From Gauguin’s day forward, art scholars have sought to recognize
Tehamana’s image in his work. The passage in Noa Noa suggests that she is
the frightened woman in Manao Tupapao, in so far that we accept Tehura
as Tehamana. There is a photograph of a young Tahitian woman with wide
eyes, full features, and flowing, dark hair that has long been identified as
Tehamana, but it can neither be firmly dated nor is it firmly attributed, so
it, too, must be regarded with reserve.41 41Of all the images of beautiful, ex-
otic women that Gauguin created during his first stay in Tahiti only two
bear Tehamana’s name: a carved, wooden mask of a girl with broad features
and the portrait Merahi Metua no Tehamana (The Ancestors of Tehamana).
The face of the sitter in the painted portrait bears a close resemblance to
that of the sitter in the photograph; they have the same wide eyes, flowing
hair, placid expression, and enigmatic, side-long glance. But Gauguin gener-
alized the quality of likeness in all of his portraits, and these features, how-
ever ethnically distinct, reflect his notions of ideal Tahitian beauty as much
as they record the beauty of a specific individual.

Passage from Noa Noa: The Tahitian Journal (1893–1894)

by Paul Gauguin:

‘‘In a way I experienced, at my expense and in my own person, the pro-

found gulf which separates an Oceanian soul from a Latin soul, particularly a

French soul. The soul of a Maori is not revealed immediately. It requires

much patience and study to obtain a grasp of it. And even when you believe

that you know it to the very bottom, it suddenly disconcerts you by unfore-

seen ‘‘jumps.’’ But, at first, it is enigma itself or rather an infinite series of

enigmas. At the moment you believe you have seized it, it is far away, inac-

cessible, incommunicable, enveloped in laughter and variability. . . .

Tahitian paradise, nav"e nav"e f"enua,—land of delights! . . . I was permeated

with her fragrance—noa noa . . .

I loved Tehura (Tehamana) and told her so; it made her laugh—she knew it,

very well. She seemed to love me- but never said so. But now and then at

night Tehura’s skin shed a golden radiance. . . . We talk of Europe and of

Tahiti, and of God and of the gods. I instruct her. She in turn instructs me.’’

(Paul Gauguin, Noa Noa, O. F Theis (trans.). New York: Nicholas L. Brown,

1919: 71–74.)
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There is a striking formality about the portrait. Tehamana wears a high-
necked, blue and white striped dress. It is style that was imposed on native
women by European missionaries. The yoke and loose shape fully hid the
contours of their bodies, which, in their traditional garments, were proudly
exposed. A woman like Tehamana would wear this style of dress to church;
it would be her best dress and the appropriate one to wear for a formal por-
trait. The floral ornaments in her hair—tendrils of white frangipani and a
red gardenia tucked behind her ear—were typical accessories. Their tantaliz-
ing fragrance inspired Gauguin’s use of the name Noa Noa for his memoir.
Tehamana holds a braided leaf fan and sits in front of a panel featuring
Hina the goddess of the moon, and three tupapao figures. There is a frieze
above the figures featuring two rows of glyphs. Gauguin relies on the con-
ventions of Western portraiture, rather than simple likeness, to express his
sitter’s identity through the iconic setting and her ethnographic attributes.
But her expression is impenetrable. Her eyes fail to meet those of the viewer,
and her cool reserve establishes a sense of distance, recalling Gauguin’s
assertion to his wife that he was painting the local people in an ‘‘enigmatical
manner.’’ Given Gauguin’s fascination with his own experience of immer-
sion in an alien culture, the ambiguity of the sitter’s expression seems delib-
erate, and art historian June Hargrove argues that ultimately, the sitter’s
identity is irrelevant. The true subject of the portrait is Gauguin’s Tahiti,
and Hargrove allies the painting with Noa Noa as ‘‘fiction contrived in
tandem with a fabrication.’’42 42

Gauguin assembled the elements of his portrait of Tehamana to convey
the beauty and the strangeness that captured his imagination, and when
read for origin and meaning, the authenticity of the elements dissolves into
icons of exoticism. Whether Tehamana owned a striped dress like the one
she is wearing—the girl in the photograph wears a similar missionary dress
and Gauguin describes these dresses in Noa Noa—is of less significance
than what it represents. From his first days in Papeete, Gauguin lamented
the rising influence of the West. The fan looks authentic, but its style is
Samoan rather than Tahitian, and glyphs, which have yet to be deciphered,
resemble those on Rongorongo tablets from Easter Island (Rapa Nui).
Gauguin could not have seen the tablets, but it is likely that he had acquired
an image of them from the 1889 Colonial exposition.43 43Even his depiction
of the Tahitian moon goddess was invented; he had a reproduction of a
Hindu goddess in a similar posture among the collection of images that he
referred to as his ‘‘little world of friends.’’ His Tahitian title Merahi Metua
no Tehamana, inscribed in the lower left corner of the painting, is generally
translated as ‘‘The Ancestors of Tehamana’’ in reference to the Tahitian
practice of fostering a child to extend his or her family connections. But an
alternative translation, ‘‘Tehamana has many ancestors,’’ combines Gau-
guin’s insider’s understanding of custom with an outsider’s wry observa-
tion.44 44It is not known what Tehamana thought of her portrait, or even if
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she saw it. Gauguin took it with him when he left Tahiti to return to Paris
in July 1893. He featured it in an exhibition of his Tahitian paintings that
November, and he displayed it again in 1895, when he auctioned off the
contents of his studio to finance his second and final journey to the South
Seas. No one bought it, so he left it in the possession of his friend Georges-
Daniel de Monfried. There in Paris The Ancestors of Tehamana represented
the traveler, seeing extraordinary sights far from his homeland, rather than
the likeness of a real woman living a real life in a world that she regarded
as familiar rather than strange. More a personification than a portrait, The
Ancestors of Tehamana was a visual version of a traveler’s tale, and the
beautiful exotic it featured symbolized Gauguin’s insatiable desire to lose
himself in a world of sensations other than that of his own.

A JAZZ AGE EXOTIC

Throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, images of the
beautiful exotic continued to fascinate sophisticated Parisian audiences, but
attention shifted from the French colonial holdings in the South Seas to
those in Africa. After World War I, African American dance and music rock-
eted to popularity in Paris, and the infusion of ‘‘jazz’’ gave a new twist to
the old infatuation with the exotic other.A young dancer from St. Louis,
Missouri, defined the new exotic for Paris nightlife in 1925, when Josephine
Baker (1906–1975), a member of the touring company La Revue N"egre,
excited her audience to a frenzy with a wild version of the Charleston called
the Danse Sauvage. Her movements were provocative and uninhibited, com-
bining jazz and African American modes with a suggestion of African tribal-
ism, but it was her costume that heightened the sensation: Baker appeared
only in a revealing feathered skirt. Her fame allowed her to leave the troupe
and strike out on her own. After an extended run performing the Danse
Sauvage at the Folies-Berg!ere (see Chapter 17), she created a new character
based on Fatou-gaye, the seductive Senegalese beauty who enchanted
a French soldier in Pierre Loti’s 1881 novel Le Roman d’un Spahi (The
Cavalryman’s Romance).45 45Her outrageous costume—a girdle of sixteen
rubber bananas, designed by poster artist Paul Colin—cast an indelible
image of a wild woman dressed in nothing more than nature’s bounty. Baker
became the icon of the exotic in her banana skirt, as seen in a publicity pho-
tograph, taken in 1928 (Figure 19.2). But she was also a savvy business
woman, and she used the image over and over again; postcards, posters,
and even dolls dressed in banana skirt sold by the thousands to her fans in
Europe. In advance of her first film Zou Zou (1934), she even distributed
promotional stickers to fruit vendors to decorate their bananas. Baker confi-
dently crafted her own exotic persona to become the most popular perform-
ance artist in France and the highest paid entertainer in Europe.
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Figure 19.2. Walery Studio (French and English, fl. 1884–1898), Josephine Baker
Wearing the Banana Skirt for ‘‘Un Vent de Folie’’ (1928). (Photo courtesy of Walery /
Getty Images.)
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Baker’s biographer Phyllis Rose sees a parallel in the reception of Baker’s
performances with Gauguin’s pursuit of exotic beauty, suggesting that
Baker’s audiences imaginatively reenacted ‘‘Gauguin’s escape.’’ They became
‘‘white explorers voyaging to the edge of civilization, encountering the sav-
age, incorporating it into themselves by making love with a savage
woman.’’46 46Descriptions of her act by her contemporaries confirm the fan-
tasy. Poet Fernand Devoire thrilled at her ‘‘savage rejuvenation’’ of sophisti-
cates weary of their urban existence, while e. e. cummings characterized her
as ‘‘a creature neither infrahuman nor superhuman but somehow both.’’47 47

Even offstage, Baker’s fans found her presence intoxicating. Ernest
Hemmingway recalled his first sight of her stunning beauty on a hot night:
‘‘Tall, coffee skin, ebony eyes, legs of paradise, a smile to end all smiles.’’
Despite the heat, she wore a black fur coat, and they danced until ‘‘the
joint closed,’’ at which point she confided to Hemmingway that she had
nothing on beneath her coat. Most historians now dismiss the account as
Hemmingway’s fabrication—a jazz age traveler’s tale—but it serves to reveal
that Baker’s exotic beauty was not innate but inscribed on her body by
those who admired her.48 48

Unlike Gauguin’s fantasized lovers, Baker controlled her own image by
exploiting stereotypes and overturning the idea of the passive, innocent ex-
otic. She mocked the public’s perception of her: ‘‘Primitive instinct? Mad-
ness of flesh? The white imagination sure is something when it comes to
blacks.’’49 49She deliberately challenged her audience, cross-dressing as a
male band-leader and, in one number, replacing her hallmark bananas
with a girdle made of spikes. Onstage, Baker reveled in her exotic persona,
appearing with her pet cheetah Chiquita, who often escaped into the or-
chestra pit to terrorize the musicians. But when the curtain dropped, the
elegant, bilingual Baker was a very different woman. She explained: ‘‘Since
I personified the savage on the stage, I tried to be as civilized as possible in
daily life.’’50 50Baker willingly acknowledged that her exotic savage was a
fabrication that could be donned and removed as easily as a costume. She
also used her influence to counter the very racism that drew so many
admirers to her exotic image. As the first African American woman to star
in a major motion picture, she embodied a fluid idea of race in subsequent
films, playing Haitian Creole, French, American, and Native American
characters, as well as African exotics. During World War II she worked
with the French Resistance against the Nazi occupation, and after the war,
she refused to perform for segregated audiences in the United States. She
headlined the first shows to play before integrated audiences in Las Vegas.
Baker lived out her public convictions in her private life, adopting multira-
cial children from all over the world to create a family she called her
‘‘Rainbow Tribe.’’ Although she launched her career by bringing exoticism
to life, she built on her fame to debunk the fantasy of the ‘‘other’’ with a
new definition of ‘‘self.’’
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Exotic Stars

Exotic beauty is not an innate quality. Gauguin’s image of Tehamana exem-

plifies the way in which an observer can cast a woman in an exotic role. Yet,

some savvy entertainers have owned their exotic characterizations, using the

label to build a successful career.

Little Egypt (fl. 1890s): Belly dancers performed for the first time in the United

States in 1893, on the World’s Columbian Exposition Midway in Chicago. A Syr-

ian dancer dubbed ‘‘Little Egypt’’ stole the show and widely popularized the

dance form. Subsequently, several women dancers adopted the name of Little

Egypt on tour until themoniker became synonymouswith all exotic dancers.

Anna May Wong (1905–1961): As the first Asian movie star, Chinese-Ameri-

can Anna May Wong made over sixty films in a career that began in the

silent era. Although renowned for her beauty, Hollywood often passed over

Wong for leading roles due to anti-miscegenation laws. Wong is best known

for her roles playing stereotypical malevolent Asian villainesses known as

‘‘dragon ladies.’’

Adrienne Fidelin (fl. 1930s): A West Indian dancer ‘‘Ady’’ Fidelin became the

lover and favorite photographic model of Man Ray in the mid-1930s. A

friend of the Surrealist circle, Ady posed in African-styled photographic pro-

jects for the artist. Her 1937 Harper’s Bazaar photo spread marked the first

appearance of a black model in a major fashion magazine.

Carmen Miranda (1909–1955): Portuguese-born samba singer and actress,

Carmen Miranda was known for her appearances in movie musicals wearing

a hat crowned with tropical fruit and her dance style that melded samba,

tango, and habanera. Miranda’s flamboyant Hollywood image as the ‘‘Brazil-

ian Bombshell,’’ popularized Latin identity in the United States.

Dorothy Lamour (1914–1996): An American of French Louisiana descent,

Dorothy Lamour appeared in the classic series of Road To . . . movies with Bing

Crosby and Bob Hope in the 1940s and 1950s. Whether the team was on the

Road to Morocco, Singapore, Rio, or Zanzibar Lamour’s fluid ethnicity fit the bill.

Hedy Lamarr (1913–2000): Hedy Lamarr escaped Austria in 1933 after dis-

covering that her husband was a Nazi arms dealer. Her adventurous reputa-

tion and almond eyes gave her an exotic air. Lamarr’s Hollywood roles

included Tortilla Flat in which she played a Mexican wife; White Cargo, as Afri-

can slave woman Tondelayo; and a Vietnamese beauty in Lady of the Tropics.

Grace Jones (b. 1948): An American actress, singer, and model of Jamaican

descent, Grace Jones built her career on her statuesque and imposing androg-

ynous look. Equally outrageous on album covers or as a James Bond villain,

Jones was a Studio 54 staple and a muse for Andy Warhol. In a notorious per-

formance in 1985, she collaborated with visual artist Keith Haring who

painted her entire body in tribal patterns and fitted her with wire armor.
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TODAY’S EXOTIC

Josephine Baker’s dream of widespread integration has largely come to pass.
In our contemporary globalized world most countries are instantly accessi-
ble and racial diversity is widespread. In an era of mass media, no cultures
or races are wholly unknown, nor are foreign people removed from our
world view and lived our own life experience. The exotic can no longer sim-
ply serve as a blank slate on which we project our fantasies and inscribe our
stereotypes. Yet the concept endures, particularly in travel marketing and
commercial advertising. Cultural critic William O’Barr takes issue with pro-
motional campaigns launched by airlines, resorts, and even governments
that perpetuate the romantic stereotype of female foreign allure. He cites a
print ad published by the Bahamas Tourism Office that is hardly subtle in
its analogy of an exotic destination with a female body; it portrays a lovely
woman floating in the ocean under the caption, ‘‘Let’s assume I’m an
island.’’51 51The use of exotic models can also position the advertiser as a
diverse and worldly business with broad appeal. The clothing company
Benetton took the name United Colors of Benetton in 1983 and gained no-
toriety for its ads that emphasized models of different ethnic backgrounds
rather than the company’s line. Just as Josephine Baker turned her exotic
appeal into a product, Benetton sold an identity that boasted inherent racial
diversity. Although ethnic models have often proved to be a popular sales
tool for consumer goods, the absence of women of color in ‘‘high’’ fashion
magazines has long been a complaint inside the industry. As recent as 2008,
Italian Vogue created a huge controversy and challenged a fashion world
taboo by featuring only black models in its July issue.

Exotic by Mail

‘‘The exotic dream . . . is a dream of something we lack, something we

crave. But always the exotic is elsewhere. The word itself implies distance,’’

writes author Paul Theroux in his introduction to the book Exotic Postcards

(Theroux and Beukers 2007, 4). He describes the phenomenon of the colo-

nial postcard—images of local women, collected, traded, and sent home by

European soldiers stationed overseas in the decades preceding World War I.

Featuring popular exotic types ranging from geisha to harem girls to masked

priestesses, these images functioned as a sign of colonial conquest in Asia,

Oceana, the Middle East, the Americas, and Africa. The travelers sent the

postcards to get a rise out of the people at home—to shock them, tempt

them, and importantly to emphasize the daring cultural and geographical

distance of their journey. But, the popular images were often staged to re-

create a glimpse of ‘‘everyday life,’’ offering a false ethnographic observation

that validated the subject’s various states of undress.

(continued )
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While the advertising industry struggles with the difficulties of portraying
ethnicity, perhaps the most interesting possibilities for exotic beauty in the
twenty-first century lay outside of the constructs of race. In 1991 literary
theorist Donna Haraway published her seminal essay A Cyborg Manifesto.
In it she advanced the concept of contemporary woman as a cyborg, not in
the sense of science fiction, but rather as an ad-hoc entity with fluid boun-
daries. Haraway’s cyborg model is neither bound by race nor identity poli-
tics; she is self-determined, hybrid, and provisional, free to appropriate any
elements from society and technology and incorporate them into herself.
She explains, ‘‘My cyborg myth is about transgressed boundaries, potent
fusions, and dangerous possibilities’’52 52Rather than ambiguity, Haraway
envisions empowerment and pleasure in the convergence between self and
other. Haraway’s postmodern cyborg offers a celebration of multifaceted
identity and models how women can take whatever they need from culture
to construct an identity that is wholly their own. If the exotic encompasses
difference and the thrill of the unknown, the cyborg beauty subverts the
obsolete fantasy of male desire projected on the blank slate of a foreign
woman with a new iconic form: the beautiful exotic who is wholly her own
creation.

NOTES

1. Decree of the Ministry of Public Education and Fine Arts, March 26, 1891, as
quoted in Claire Fr!eches-Thory, ‘‘The Paintings of the First Polynesian Sojourn’’ in

Casual messages penned on the back by the soldiers provide further clues

to the postcards’ social function. ‘‘Oh, when will I be able to see again the

pale faces of the pretty women in France!’’ wrote a soldier stationed in

French Indochina to his fianc"ee in 1907(Hoskins 2007, 16–17). His card fea-

tured a semi-nude bathing Vietnamese girl. The eroticized image was a way

of flirting and teasing the young woman to whom it was addressed, giving

her a sense of the temptations of the Orient, while assuring her of the writ-

er’s fidelity. Although racial stereotyping remains part of the picture, the vis-

ual images of beautiful exotics also served as a foil for traveler’s messages.

Another card from Indochina, from a father to his daughter dated 1900,

showed a village scene of native women cooking. ‘‘What dirty and disgust-

ing foods the local people eat,’’ the soldier notes (Hoskins 2007, 16–17).

Here the foreign postcard image functions as a symbol of the visitor’s home-

sickness. The exotic postcard beauties provided suggestive but blank slates

for those who sent them. Since recipients at home knew little of these wom-

en’s real lives or realities, these ‘‘beautiful exotics’’ unwittingly complied with

the hopes, frustrations, and desires of the far flung travelers.
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